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New Headway Elementary 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education
UNIT 1

Match the words with their definitions.

1. age n a. ( US coffee shop ) a small restaurant where people buy hot drinks, cakes and often small 
meals,

2. all right b. a child of a person's aunt or uncle
3. American adj c. personal website
4. Aunt n d. a group of students studying together
5. Bad adj e. a large town
6. Beautiful adj f. (Informal) Male friend or sweetheart
7. Big adj g. a man or boy with the same parents as another person
8. Blog n h. coffeehouse or restaurant
9. Boyfriend n i. automobile
10. brother n j. low in price, inexpensive
11. bye k. INFORMAL goodbye
12. cafe n l. large in size or amount
13. car v m. of or relating to the US
14. centre n n. only just good enough
15. cheap adj o. PLURAL OF child
16. children pl n p. the middle point, part or place
17. city n q. a particular period or stage of life
18. class n r. the sister of one's father or mother, or the wife of someone's uncle
19. coffee bar n s. unpleasant; causing difficulties or harm
20. cousin n t. very attractive

1. darling n a. a group of people connected by blood or marriage, (mother, a father, and their children)
2. difficult adj b. a male parent
3. doctor n c. a person who is very dear and much loved
4. easy adj d. a person who is qualified to practice medicine
5. Egypt n e. a room or building which is used for showing works of art

6.
Email address 
n

f. kind and pleasant

7. English adj g. costing a lot of money
8. Europe n h. Geographical name, where Egyptian people live
9. Expensive adj i. Geographical name, where German people live
10. Family n j. acting or moving with speed; quick
11. Fast adj k. not difficult
12. Father n l. not easy
13. First name n m. not limited or controlled

14. Free adj
n. the continent that is to the east of the Atlantic Ocean, to the north of the Mediterranean 

and to the west of Asia
15. French adj o. the sixth day of the week
16. Friday n p. the language that people speak in France, Belgium, parts of Canada and other countries
17. friendly adj q. the language that people speak in the UK, the US, and in many other countries
18. from prep r. personal name given to someone at birth
19. gallery n s. the system of sending email
20. Germany n t. starting at
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New Headway Elementary 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education

1. girl n a. a building which people, usually one family, live in

2. girlfriend n b. a female child (especially one still at school)

3.
good
afternoon

c. a woman or girl who a person is having a romantic relationship with

4. good morning d. An expression people use before going to bed or to sleep

5. good night e. An expression someone uses when he/she leaves

6. goodbye f. an expression you say when you meet them in the afternoon

7. grandfather n g. an expression you say when you meet them in the morning

8. grandmother n h. belonging to or connected with a man, boy or male animal

9. Great adj i. belonging to or connected with a woman, girl or female animal

10. hello j. Geographical name

11. her pron k. having a high temperature

12. hi l. large or important

13. his pron m. the father of a person's mother or father

14. home n n. the house, apartment, in which people you live

15. homework n o. the man a woman is married to

16. horrible adj p. the mother of a person's mother or father

17. hot adj q. the work of keeping a house clean and tidy

18. house n r. A word used to say "hello"

19. Hungary n s. used when meeting or greeting someone

20. husband n t. very unpleasant or bad

1. Interesting adj a. a building where objects of art, science, or history are kept for people to see

2.
International
adj

b. a female parent

3. Italian adj c. a son of your sister or brother

4. Japan n d. a system of communication consisting of sounds, words and grammar

5. language n e. from, belonging to or relating to Italy

6. like v f. Geographical name

7. live v g. Geographical name, where Japanese people live

8. look v h. having a wife or husband

9. love v i. involving more than one country

10. lovely adj j. not far away in distance

11. married adj k. pleasant or enjoyable

12. meal n l. causing or holding interest or attention

13. meet v m. the day of the week after Sunday and before Tuesday

14. Mexico n n. the food which people eat on an occasion

15. Monday o. the word or words that a person, thing or place is known by

16. Mother n p. to be alive or have life

17. Museum n q. to direct your eyes in order to see

18. Name n r. to enjoy or approve of something or someone

19. Near adj s. To have a strong liking for someone or something

20. Nephew n t. to see and speak to someone for the first time
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New Headway Elementary 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education

1. Nice adj a. a building, or a room in a building, where you can buy goods
2. Niece n b. A city in Italy
3. Office n c. a daughter of your brother or sister,
4. Old adj d. a girl or woman who has the same parents as another person
5. Parents pl n e. A land, often having benches, trees, paths and playgrounds used by people for enjoyment
6. Park n f. a man whose job is selling things in to customers in a shop
7. People n g. a mother and father of a person or an animal
8. Phone number 

n
h. a place where children go to study

9. Places pl n i. A place where the work of a business or profession is done.
10. Please j. an area, town, building, etc
11. really adv k. exactly like another or each other
12. Rome n l. in fact
13. Salesman n m. limited in size, not big
14. Same pron n. lived or existed for many years
15. School n o. men, women and children
16. Shopping n p. Not quick
17. Shops pl n q. pleasant, enjoyable
18. Sister n r. the activity of buying things from shops
19. Slow adj s. the number that you use to call another telephone
20. Small adj t. used to ask something politely

1. Son n a. An institution of higher learning which people study for a degree
2. Spain n b. a person who is studying at a college or university
3. Speak v c. a railway system in which electric trains travel below ground
4. Spell v d. bright because of light from the sun
5. Student n e. Geographical name, where Spanish people live
6. Sunny adj f. Geographical name, where Swiss people live
7. Surname n g. informal thank you
8. Switzerland n h. said to express happiness
9. Teacher n i. Saturday and Sunday,
10. Thank

goodness
j. someone whose job is to teach in a school or college

11. thanks k. the brother of someone's mother or father, or the husband of someone's aunt
12. today l. The state of air and atmosphere,(how warm, cold, hot or rainy it is)
13. uncle n m. the direction of sunset
14. Underground n n. A family name, a last name,
15. Understand v o. the present day
16. University n p. to form a word or words with the letters in the correct order
17. Weather n q. to know the meaning of something that someone says
18. Weekend n r. to say words, to use the voice, or to have a conversation with someone
19. west s. your male child

1. what a. a period of twelve months
2. where b. the woman a man is married to
3. wife n c. to, at or in what place
4. year n d. used to ask for information about people or things
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UNIT 2

Match the words with their definitions.

1. accountant n a. a busy place is full of activity or people
2. actress n b. a city which is the centre of government of a country or smaller political area
3. airport n c. a device for measuring and showing time
4. animal n d. a female actor
5. architect n e. a person from Bengal
6. ballet dancer n f. a person who dances in ballets
7. banker n g. a person whose job is to design new buildings
8. Belgium n h. a person whose job is treating people's teeth
9. Bengali adj i. a place where airplane regularly takes off and lands
10. building n j. a structure with walls and a roof such as a house or factory
11. busy adj k. An area that has its own government, army, etc.
12. capital n l. an area, often covered with sand or rocks, where there is very little rain and not many 

plants
13. clock n m. Geographical name
14. come v n. If something costs some money, you must pay that money buy it
15. cost v o. someone who keeps or examines the records of money
16. country n p. someone with an important position in a bank
17. cut v q. something that lives and moves but is not a human, bird, fish or insect
18. dentist n r. to divide or make something smaller, using a sharp tool, especially a knife
19. desert n s. to make or draw plans for something, for example clothes or buildings
20. design v t. to move or travel in the direction of the person

1. disc jockey n a. a building where you pay to have a room to sleep in, and where you can eat meals
2. earn v b. a large room where people go to train
3. engineer n c. a period of 60 minutes
4. exactly adv d. a person who cuts people's hair and works in a hairdresser's
5. exciting adj e. a person whose job is to design or build machines
6. famous adj f. completely correct
7. France n g. feeling very happy
8. free time n h. from, belonging to or relating to India
9. go v i. Geographical name, where French people live
10. gym n j. known by many people
11. hair n k. Not busy, leisure time
12. hairdresser n l. someone who plays and mixes recorded music at nightclubs, (DJ, deejay)
13. have v m. the large system of connected computers around the world to share information and 

communicate
14. history n n. the mass of thin structures on the head of a person
15. hotel n o. the study of past events
16. hour n p. the work of keeping a house clean and tidy
17. housework n q. to move or do things more quickly than normal
18. hurry v r. to own or possess
19. India n s. to receive money as payment for work that you do
20. Internet n t. to travel or move to another place
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1. interpreter n a. a large number of , a lot
2. job n b. a large structure of machine for removing oil from under the ground, especially from under 

the sea
3. journalist n c. a meal that people eat in the middle of the day
4. lawyer n d. a person who poses for an artist or photographer
5. learn v e. a person who writes news stories or articles for a newspaper or magazine
6. lucky adj f. a person trained in the care of sick, injured or ill people usually at hospital
7. lunch n g. A paper that is printed and sold usually every day that has news, articles
8. many h. Geographical names, where New Zealander people live
9. math n i. information or reports about recent events
10. model n j. not artificial
11. money n k. not at any time
12. natural adj l. outside , not in a building
13. never m. someone whose job is to change what someone else is saying into another language
14. New Zealand n n. someone whose job is to give advice to people about the law
15. news story n o. the coins or notes which people can use to buy things
16. newspaper n p. the regular work which a person does to earn money
17. nurse n q. the scientific study of energy and the effect that they have on each other
18. oil rig n r. the study of numbers, shapes
19. outdoors n s. to get knowledge or skill in a new subject or activity
20. physics n t. when good things happen to you by chance

1. pilot n a. a game two people play with cues (= long thin poles) by hitting 15 red balls and 6 balls of 
different colours into six holes around a table

2. play v b. A place where people who live that is usually smaller than a town
3. poor adj c. a period of seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, etc
4. reading n d. a person who flies an aircraft
5. receptionist n e. An office employee who greets callers and welcomes visitors
6. salary n f. An area that is usually larger than village but smaller than a city
7. Scotland n g. a road in a city, town or village
8. snooker n h. abbreviation for television
9. sometimes i. An amount of money worker gets each month
10. Spanish adj j. from, belonging to or relating to Spain
11. street n k. Geographical name, one of the parts of the United Kingdom
12. study v l. in need of rest or sleep
13. teeth n m. not always or often
14. time n n. PLURAL OF tooth
15. tired adj o. the skill or activity of getting information from books
16. town n p. To go to see to help or to go for pleasure (visit a theater)
17. travel v q. Use the mind to learn about something by reading, or memorizing
18. TV n r. to make a journey, usually over a long distance
19. village n s. to take part in a game or other activity
20. visit v t. with little money or low in quality

1. walk v a. To move on the feet
2. watch v b. to look at something for a period of time
3. work v c. an activity, such as a job
4. world n d. the Earth and all the people, places and things on it
5. write v e. To form letters, words or symbols on a paper for communication
6. zoologist n f. a person who scientifically studies animals
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UNIT 3

New Headway Elementary 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education

Match the words with their definitions.

1. Always adv a. A set of sheets of paper bound together
2. Apartment n b. a group of musicians who play modern music together
3. Application 

form n
c. A piece of furniture on which one may sleep or rest

4. Badminton n d. A washing of the body or room where people may bathe
5. Band n e. A room for living in
6. Barefoot adj f. A shop where we can buy books
7. Bath n g. a small shop that sells fashionable clothes, shoes, jewellery, etc.
8. Bed n h. a sport in which two or four people hit a shuttlecock (= a light object with feathers) over a 

high net
9. Bilingual adj i. a theatre where people pay to watch films
10. Books pl n j. a type of bird that people keep on a farm for its eggs or its meat,
11. Bookstore n k. An automatic electronic machine that can store, recall and process data
12. Boutique n l. An official writing
13. Chicken n m. every time, all the time or forever
14. Cinema n n. land not in towns, cities or industrial areas, which we use for farming
15. Computer n o. moving the body and feet to music
16. Cook v p. Not late
17. Countryside n q. not wearing any shoes or socks
18. Cycling n r. Type of sport activity, riding a bicycle
19. Dancing n s. using two languages
20. Early adj t. When you cook food, you prepare it to eat

1. Enjoy v a. A colourful plant with pleasant smell
2. Evening n b. a game played between two teams of eleven people
3. Excuse me c. A game played by driving a small ball into various holes at outside
4. Exercise n d. a low green plant which grows naturally on the Earth
5. Finish v e. a person from India
6. Flowers pl n f. a place where you can buy things such as plants and equipment for your garden
7. Football n g. a polite way of asking for something from someone
8. Foreign adj h. A day of freedom from work especially when celebrating some event
9. Garden centre n i. belonging to a country which is not your own
10. Get up v j. feeling, showing pleasure
11. Golf n k. inside a building
12. Grass n l. Not big, tiny
13. Happy adj m. physical activity that you do to make your body strong and healthy
14. Holiday n n. the activity of pressing parts of someone's body to make them relax
15. Indoor adj o. the language of Japan
16. Indian adj p. the part of the day between the end of the afternoon and night
17. Japanese adj q. to come to the end of an activity
18. Listen v r. to get pleasure from something
19. Little adj s. to give attention to someone or something to hear them
20. Massage n t. to stand up
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1. Mobile phone n a. a building in Britain where people can buy alcoholic drinks
2. Music n b. a card, often with a photograph or picture on one side
3. Often adv c. a game played with cards in which people try to win money from each other
4. Outdoor adj d. a large piece of roasted meat
5. Pardon e. a person who sings
6. Personal adj f. a place where customers can buy meals
7. Poker n g. a place where people go to become more healthy, by doing exercises, eating special food, 

etc.
8. Post code n h. a situation, person or thing needs to solve; difficulty
9. Postcard n i. a sweet and usually hot dish
10. Problem n j. a telephone which can work without wire, and people can use it anywhere
11. Pub n k. belonging to a person
12. Pudding n l. many times
13. Restaurant n m. Outside a building
14. Roast n n. Polite way of asking someone to repeat something they said because you could not hear it
15. Running n o. Postal address, zip code
16. Sailing n p. sounds of musical instruments and singing
17. Saturday q. the activity of going somewhere quickly on foot
18. Singer n r. the activity or sport of moving on skis
19. Skiing n s. the day of the week after Friday and before Sunday
20. Spa n t. the sport or activity of using boats

1. Squash n a. a game played between two or four people on a special closed playing area by hitting a 
small rubber ball against a wall

2. Sunday b. a game played on a level court by two or four players who use rackets to hit a ball back and 
forth across a low net

3. Swimming n c. a hard, chewy_, often brown sweet that is made from sugar
4. Takeaway n d. A meal that people buy from the restaurant or cafe and take home to eat
5. Tennis n e. a period of seven days, from Monday to Sunday
6. Thursday f. a sport in which you sail across water by standing on a board and holding onto a large sail
7. Toffee n g. Geographical name
8. Traffic n h. the day of the week after Wednesday and before Friday
9. Tuesday i. in the way that often happens
10. Turkey n j. Not cold
11. Usually adv k. the amount of vehicles moving along roads
12. Warm adj l. the day of the week after Monday and before Wednesday
13. Wednesday m. the day of the week after Saturday and before Monday
14. Week n n. the day of the week after Tuesday and before Thursday
15. Windsurfing n o. Water sport
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UNIT 4 

Match the words with their definitions.

New Headway Elementary 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education

1. Above prep a. a building in which you can go bowling or the narrow track along
2. Address book 

n
b. a comfortable chair with sides that support your arms

3. Amazing adj c. a computer document that keeps a list of names and email addresses
4. Armchair n d. a leader of an organization and who tells others what to do
5. Awful adj e. a long, usually hard, seat for two or more people often in public places

6. Balcony n f. a place, usually with a sign, where a bus stops and passengers get on and off
7. Bathroom n g. a room used for sleeping in
8. Bedroom n h. a room with a bath and/or shower and often a toilet
9. Bench n i. a shop where you can buy medicines, make-up and products used for washing yourself
10. Birthday n j. The principal church
11. Bookshelves pl 

n
k. an area with a wall around it that is joined to the outside wall of a building

12. Boss n l. extremely bad or unpleasant
13. Bowling alley n m. extremely surprising
14. Bus fare n n. in or to a higher position than something else
15. Bus stop n o. shelves for keeping books
16. Carpet n p. the day that is exactly a year or number of years after a person was born
17. Cathedral n q. the money that you pay for a journey on a bus
18. Chemist's n r. thick fabric people use to cover floors
19. Choose v s. things such as dresses and trousers that you wear to cover, protect or decorate your body
20. Clothes pl n t. to decide what you want from two or more things

1. Coat n a. ( US apartment ) a set of rooms for living in which are part of a larger building
2. Colour n b. A daily record especially of personal experiences, book for keeping a diary
3. Comfortable

adj
c. a large box-shaped device we use to cook and heat food

4. Cooker n d. a piece of cloth that covers a windows to make a room dark
5. Cup n e. a piece of kitchen equipment which uses electricity to keep food at a cold temperature
6. Curtains pl n f. a room in which people eat meals
7. Desk n g. a small room which carries people or goods up and down in tall buildings
8. Diary n h. a small round container, often with a handle, used for drinking tea, coffee, etc.
9. Dining room n i. a space in the wall of a room for a fire to burn in, or the decorated part
10. Dinner n j. a type of table that you can work at
11. DVD player n k. An electronic device for playing DVDs
12. Eat v l. an outer piece of clothing with sleeves we wear over other clothes, usually to keep warm
13. Elevator US n m. Things giving comfort and pleasant feeling,
14. Excellent adj n. Very good of its kind
15. Fabulous adj o. extremely good, very strange, or produced by fancy
16. Fantastic adj p. in British English, the floor of a building that is directly above ground level
17. Fireplace n q. red, blue, green, yellow, etc.
18. First floor n r. the main meal of the day, meal of the evening
19. Flat n s. to put or take food into the mouth, chew it, and swallow it
20. Fridge n t. Unbelievable, something impossible, amazing
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1. Fruit n a. a building or room which has a collection of books for people to read or borrow
2. Furniture n b. a stick of oily material used for cosmetic for coloring lips to be attractive
3. Gardener n c. A metal pot used for boiling liquids or for cooking foods
4. Gift n d. a device that gives light
5. Glass n e. a hard material which we use to make windows, bottles and other objects
6. Grow v f. a large cup with straight sides used for hot drinks
7. Guest n g. a path for running
8. In prep h. a person who is at another's house for a meal or a visit. Customer in hotel, restaurant etc.
9. Jogging track n i. A smooth surface that shows the image of the person or thing in front of it.
10. Kettle n j. A shaped piece of metal that can open a lock on a door, drawer,
11. Key n k. Something given, present, talent
12. Kitchen n l. a room where we keep, prepare and cook food, meal and wash the dishes
13. Lamp n m. Cinema
14. Library n n. inside, into something
15. Lipstick n o. near, beside
16. Living room n p. someone who works in a garden, grows and takes care of plants
17. Mirror n q. the room in a house or apartment where people relax, and entertain guests
18. Movie theatre 

US n
r. the usually sweet-tasting part of a tree or bush with seeds and we can eat it

19. Mug n s. Tables, chairs, beds, and other movable things at home or office
20. Next to prep t. to increase in size or amount, or to become more advanced or developed

1. On prep a. ( US sidewalk ) a path with a hard surface on one or both sides of a road, that people walk 
on

2. Opposite prep b. A telephone, (mobile phone, cell phone)
3. Outside prep c. a drawing, painting or photograph, etc
4. Oven n d. a long soft seat with a back and arms, on which more than one person can sit at the same 

time
5. Party n e. a long thin object we use for writing or drawing with ink
6. Pavement n f. a place where we buy stamps and send letters and parcels
7. Pen n g. a small container for money, usually used by a woman
8. Phone n h. A gathering of people to have a good time
9. Picture n i. A bath in which water is sprayed on a person from overhead
10. Plate n j. all ordinary people
11. Post office n k. footwear
12. President n l. in a position facing someone or something but on the other side
13. Public n m. not inside a building
14. Purse n n. the part of a cooker with a door, which is used to cook food
15. Relax v o. A person who is the head of the government of a republic, organization
16. Rent v p. to be in the state of rest when your eyes are closed, your body is not active
17. Shoes p ln q. to become less active and more calm and happy
18. Shower n r. to pay a fixed amount of money for the use of a room, house, car, television, etc
19. Sleep v s. used to show that something is in a position above something else
20. Sofa n t. usually round dish with a slightly raised edge that you eat from or serve food from
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1. Swimming pool 
n

a. a part of the body which a bird, insect or bat uses for flying

2. Table n b. a flat surface, usually with four legs, used for putting things on
3. Tennis court n c. A floor between second and fourth floor
4. Terrible adj d. a machine for washing clothes, sheets and other things made of cloth
5. Third floor n e. a marriage ceremony
6. Towel n f. a piece of cloth or paper used for drying someone or something that is wet
7. Tree n g. a plant, root, seed, or pod that is used as food
8. Under prep h. A folding case for holding money, cards or photographs
9. Unfortunately

adv
i. An opening in a wall or roof that lets in air and light

10. Vegetables pl n j. a tall plant which has a wooden trunk and branches that grow from its upper part
11. Visitor n k. a vertical structure, often made of stone or brick
12. Wall n l. an alcoholic drink which is usually made from grapes
13. Wallet n m. an area to play tennis
14. Washing 

machine n
n. an artificial area of water for swimming

15. Wedding n o. extremely good
16. Window n p. in or to a position below or lower than something else
17. Wine n q. known by many people from most parts of the world, well-known
18. Wing n r. someone who visits a person or place
19. Wonderful adj s. used to say that something is sad, disappointing or has a bad effect
20. World-famous

adj
t. very unpleasant or serious or of low quality
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UNIT 5

Match the words with their definitions.

1. Advertisement
m

a. a bicycle

2. Afford v b. a boy or a girl
3. Art n c. a food made from milk
4. Bag n d. a kind action that you do for someone
5. Bike n e. a performance of music and singing
6. Borrow v f. a person or language of China
7. Business n g. a picture, short film, song, etc. to inform people about products
8. Cello n h. a small plastic card is used to buy something
9. Certainly adv i. strong container with one or two handles
10. Cheese n j. a wooden musical instrument with four strings
11. Child n k. a style from the western and southern US
12. Chinese adj l. the activity of buying and selling
13. Classical music 

n
m. paintings, sculpture, and other pictures

14. Concert n n. The music of Mozart, Bach
15. Country and 

western n
o. to clean clothes without using water

16. Credit card n p. to be able to buy or do something
17. Cry v q. to take and use something for a period of time
18. Drive v r. to make the car move on land and control it
19. Dry cleaning n s. to produce tears from your eyes
20. Favour n t. moves through the air
21. Fly v u. without any doubt

1. Foreign 
language n

a. a machine that carries people up and down in tall buildings

2. Glasses pl n b. a container made of glass that is used for drinking
3. Guitar n c. a list of the food that you can eat
4. Hard adj d. a musical instrument with strings
5. Hard-working

adj
e. a unit of measurement equal to 100 centimetres

6. Hero n f. a sweet food made from frozen milk
7. Housewife n g. a very short period of time
8. Ice-cream n h. a woman who doesn't work
9. Important adj i. always doing a lot of work
10. Independent

adj
j. not your language or mother tongue

11. Interested adj k. difficult to understand or do
12. Jeans pl n l. from, belonging to Mexico
13. Jump v m. necessary or of great value
14. Lift n n. not wanting anyone else to help you
15. Light n o. a device that produces light
16. Look after v p. the man who does something brave or good
17. Menu n q. to push yourself suddenly off the ground
18. Metre r. to take care of someone or something
19. Mexican adj s. trousers made of strong, usually blue material
20. Moment n t. UK a motorcycle
21. Motorbike n u. wanting to get, to do or achieving something
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1. Musical 
instrument n

a. a device, object people use to produce musical sounds

2. Occasion n b. a liquid fuel used in cars
3. Open v c. a place where many people go for rest, sport
4. Painter n d. a special or formal event
5. Painting n e. describes someone who is strongly influenced by emotional feelings
6. Passionate adj f. feeling pleasure and satisfaction
7. Pay v g. having a lot of money or valuable possessions
8. Petrol n h. having strong feelings about subject or doing something
9. Pianist n i. in a professional way
10. Post v j. someone who paints pictures
11. Prodigy n k. someone who plays the piano
12. Professionally

adv
l. a young person who is very good at something

13. Proud adj m. the skill or activity of making a picture
14. Resort n n. to know what is around you by using your eyes
15. Return v o. to become open, not closed
16. Rich adj p. To deliver by post
17. Ride v q. to come or go back to a place
18. Sandwich n r. to give money to someone to buysmth
19. See v s. to send a letter or parcel by post
20. Send v t. to travel sitting on a horse, bicycle or motorbike
21. Sentimental

adj
u. two pieces of bread with cheese and meat

1. Shop n a. a building or an area where buses or trains stop
2. Sit v b. a building where you can buy things
3. Skateboard v c. a water falls from the sky
4. Speed n d. a piece of equipment for watching programs
5. Station n e. a jacket and trousers made from the same material
6. Stop v f. a long thin piece of cloth that men wear around the neck
7. Succeed v g. a person who plays a violin
8. Success n h. a small piece of paper that shows you have paid to do smth
9. Suit n i. a wooden musical instrument with four strings
10. Sun n j. a written message sent by phone
11. Talented adj k. the achieving of the results you wanted
12. Talk v l. the star that the Earth moves around
13. Television n m. to move your body into sitting position
14. Text message n n. to achieve something good you wanted
15. Ticket n o. to finish doing something
16. Tie n p. to have clothing, jewelry
17. Turn back v q. to return in the direction you came from
18. Violin n r. to say words aloud
19. Violinist n s. to use a skateboard
20. Water n t. very fast movement
21. Wear v u. with talent; skillful
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UNIT 6

Match the words with their definitions.

1. Advice n a. a man who works in business
2. Again adv b. a meal people eat in the morning
3. Annoyed adj c. a period of 100 years
4. Any more adv d. a person whose wealth is at least 1 000 000 000
5. Arrive v e. a prize or a sum of money that is given to someone
6. Artistic adj f. a small vehicle for travelling on water
7. Ask v g. an official organization that gives money, food for poor people
8. Award n h. an opinion which someone offers you about sth
9. Before prep i. angry
10. Begin v j. close and trusted friend
11. Behaviour n k. earlier than something or someone
12. Best friend n l. feeling tired and unhappy(not interested)
13. Billionaire n m. Something does not happen now
14. Boat n n. one more time
15. Bored adj o. relating to art
16. Born v pp p. the way that you behave
17. Breakfast n q. to put a question to someone
18. Businessman n r. to reach or to get to a place
19. Catch v s. to start to be, do, etc.
20. Century n t. to take hold of something
21. Charity n u. To come out of their mother's body

1. Childhood n a. 25 December, a Christian holiday
2. Christmas n b. a father
3. Clean v c. a person who draws plans for smth
4. Clever adj d. a play in a theatre or on television or radio
5. Coal mine n e. a test of a student's knowledge or skill
6. Company n f. all things
7. Dad n g. an organization which sells goods or services
8. Date n h. as much as is necessary
9. Daughter n i. particular day of a month or a year
10. Designer n j. feeling very happy and enthusiastic
11. Die v k. able to learn understand things quickly and easily
12. Dollars n pl l. remove the dirt from something
13. Drama n m. Someone who has a difficulty with reading and writing
14. Dyslexic adj n. someone who starts their own business
15. Email n o. the place where coal is taken out of the ground
16. Enough adv p. unit of money used in the US
17. Entrepreneur n q. message sent electronically
18. Everything pron r. the time when someone is a child
19. Everywhere adv s. to stop living
20. Exam n t. in or to every place
21. Excited adj u. your female child
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1. Exclaim v a. a man who is polite and treats people with respect
2. Export v b. a number of people who play football together as a group
3. Fashion show n c. number which comes first
4. Film n d. a person who you know well and like
5. First e. a story of moving pictures, shown on ( US movie )
6. Fish n f. a show models wear new styles of clothes
7. Fisherman n g. after the planned or usual time
8. Football team n h. an animal which lives in water
9. Friend n i. complete; whole
10. Full adj j. the year before the previous one
11. Funny adj k. humorous; making you laugh
12. Gentleman n l. parents of a person's grandparents
13. Give v m. previous day's nighttime
14. Great-

grandparents n 
pl

n. someone who catches fish

15. Help v o. to ask someone questions in an interview
16. Interview v p. to go away from someone or something
17. Last night q. to make smth easier by doing part of it
18. Last year r. to offer something to someone
19. Late adj s. to say something suddenly or loudly
20. Laugh v t. to send goods to another country for sale
21. Leave v u. to smile loudly because you are happy

1. Lecture n a. A company that broadcasts sound programmes
2. Local adj b. a formal talk given to group of people
3. Longer adj c. a game, in which people buy tickets with numbers
4. Lose v d. a large amount or number of people or things
5. Lottery n e. a large amount of smth
6. Lots (of smth) n 

pl
f. one of the twelve periods into which a year consists of

7. Make v g. a person who has at least 1 000 000

8. Marathon n h. a running race of slightly over 26 miles
9. Match n i. the situation that causes difficulties
10. Matter v j. a sports competition in which two people compete
11. Millionaire n k. A unit of time equal to sixty seconds
12. Minutes n pl l. Comparative degree of long
13. Month n m. relating to an area near you
14. Move v n. information or reports about recent events
15. Much o. not anything
16. Nationality n p. something that you give someone to make them happy
17. News n q. the official right to belong to a particular country
18. Nothing pron r. to be important
19. Present n s. go to a different place to live or to work
20. Problems n pl t. stop having something that you had before
21. Radio station n u. earn money
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1. Receive v a. 14 February, a day when you give a valentine card
2. Richest adj b. A person who has the most money
3. Run a company c. A programme on which people ask questions from famous guests
4. Scholarship n d. a short period of rest or sleep in the afternoon
5. Siesta n e. a single unit of language which has meaning
6. Software n f. a very famous and successful person on TV
7. Start v g. achieving the results that you want
8. Stay in touch h. money given by a school to pay for their education
9. Successful adj i. on the day before today
10. Talk show n j. plural form of woman; ladies; females
11. Toast n k. sliced bread that has been heated to make it crisp
12. Tomorrow l. the day after today
13. TV star n m. computer programs
14. Valentine's Day n. to first position and/or get a prize in a competition
15. Watch v o. to control the company
16. Win v p. to begin doing something
17. Women n pl q. to communicate with someone by using a telephone or writing
18. Word n r. To get something
19. Worried adj s. to look at something for a period of time(TV)
20. yesterday t. unhappy because you are thinking about problems
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UNIT 7

Match the words with their definitions.

1. Accident n a. a device which shows you which directions
2. Air n b. An opinion about something or someone
3. Attitude n c. a person who travels into space
4. Arthritis n d. a place where something such as a road, river, railway cross each other
5. Astronaut n e. a person's joints become painful, and swollen
6. At prep f. a sweet food made of flour
7. Aviation n g. a television station or a passage for water
8. Badly adv h. UK a place where students study(16 -18)
9. Because conj i. Something that could harm you
10. Cake n j. for the reason that
11. Carefully adv k. in a harmful way or of not good quality
12. Channel n l. magazines, especially for children, which contains stories with pictures
13. Collect v m. something bad which happened unexpectedly
14. College n n. you say when you want to congratulate someone
15. Comics pl n o. the activity of flying or designing aircraft
16. Compass n p. the mixture of gases which surrounds the Earth
17. Complete v q. to finish doing something
18. Congratulations 

pl n
r. to get and keep things of one type

19. Crash v s. to have an accident which damages a vehicle
20. Crossing n t. used to show an exact position, place or time
21. Dangerous adj u. with great attention

1. Deeply adv a. a journey in an aircraft
2. Dishwasher n b. a machine that washes dirty plates, cups, forks, etc.
3. Education n c. One of the symbols of a country
4. Enormous adj d. a place where ill people get treatment
5. Equipment n e. a school in the US for children aged from 14 to 18
6. Event n f. a thing or person that is very popular or successful
7. Exploration n g. a thick cloud that makes it difficult to see
8. Fast food n h. after a long time or some difficulty
9. Finally adv i. something important happens
10. Fireworks pl n j. extremely large
11. Flag n k. extremely large; enormous
12. Flight n l. extremely or strongly
13. Fluently adv m. happening because of good luck
14. Fog n n. hot food which quick to cook
15. Fortunately adv o. not feeling well; sick
16. Giant adj p. Bright coloursand loud noises in the sky
17. Habit n q. something which you do often and regularly
18. High school n r. speaking a language easily, well and quickly
19. Hit n s. the process of teaching or learning in a school or college
20. Hospital n t. things that are used for a particular purpose or activity
21. ill adj u. when you search and find out about something
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1. immediately
adv

a. 12 o'clock at night

2. impossible adj b. a big change, increase or improvement
3. injury n c. a film
4. inscription n d. a small vehicle used in space for travelling
5. invitation n e. used to refer for both men and women
6. invite v f. using the newest ides
7. It sounds great! g. Good idea!
8. join v h. something that cannot happen or be done
9. journey n i. now or without waiting or thinking
10. know v j. damage in someone's body caused by an accident
11. land v k. words that are written or cut in something
12. leap n l. the paper that invites someone to an event
13. life n m. when you travel from one place to another
14. lift off v n. the period between birth and death
15. lunar module n o. the round object that shines in the sky at night
16. man n p. all people, considered as a group
17. mankind n q. to arrive on the ground
18. midnight n r. to ask or request someone to go to an event
19. modern adj s. to do something with someone
20. moon n t. to have information in your mind
21. movie n u. to leave the ground especially rocket

1. no idea a. a vehicle, used for space travel
2. non-stop adj b. a person who is one of the first people to do something
3. on prep c. a person who describes news events
4. passport n d. a teacher of the highest rank
5. peace n e. money which parents regularly give to their child
6. philosophy n f. an official document personal information
7. phenomenal

adj
g. at a fast speed

8. pioneer n h. extremely successful
9. planes pl n i. when there is no war, no violence
10. pocket money 

n
j. not know at all

11. prepare v k. Relationship between time, space and movement
12. professor n l. hard, natural substance which forms part of the Earth's surface
13. psychology n m. the study of human mind and feelings
14. publish v n. the study or writing of ides about meaning of life
15. quickly adv o. to bring back information into your mind
16. quietly adv p. to make information available to the public
17. relativity n q. to make something or someone ready
18. remember v r. In a particular place (preposition)
19. reporters pl n s. vehicles designed for air travel, which has wings and engines
20. rocket n t. without making much noise
21. rock n u. without stopping
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1. rose n a. a device for protection against the rain
2. sailor n b. a pleasant-smelling flower
3. sample n c. a large area for public entertainment
4. sell v d. a long journey, especially by ship
5. shirt n e. a person who works on a ship
6. slowly adv f. a piece of clothing worn by men
7. space n g. substance that a doctor to examine
8. spend (time) v h. an idea that explains how and why something happens
9. step v i. at a slow speed
10. suddenly adv j. complete or not divided
11. summer n k. periods into which a year is divided at school
12. surface n l. quickly and unexpectedly
13. sweets pl n m. sweet food made of sugar
14. term n n. the empty area outside the Earth's atmosphere
15. theme parks pl 

n
o. the outer or top part or layer of something

16. theory n p. the hottest season of the year
17. umbrella n q. the soft, thick hair which grows on the bodies of some animals
18. voyage n r. to give something to someone else in return for money
19. wake up v s. Movement that you make with your feet
20. wave v t. to raise your hand and move it from side to side
21. whole adj u. to stop sleeping
22. wool n v. to use time doing something
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Match the words with their definitions.

1. adapter n a. a container for liquids, usually made of glass
2. add v b. a device that produces electricity t
3. any c. a sweet food made from flour
4. apple n d. a herb with a sweet smell
5. apple juice n e. a long curved fruit with a yellow skin
6. aspirin n f. a long, orange-colored vegetable
7. bacon n g. a male child
8. banana n h. cream that people spread on bread and eat
9. basil n i. a round fruit with green, red or yellow skin
10. batteries pl n j. a small, flat cake that is dry and usually sweet
11. beef n k. It connects two or more pieces of equipment to the same electrical supply
12. biscuit n l. a vegetable with a thick green stem
13. boil v m. common medicine which reduces pain
14. boring adj n. juice from apples, used for a drink
15. bottle n o. meat from the back or sides of a pig
16. boy n p. meat of cow
17. bread n q. not interesting or exciting
18. broccoli n r. Not real, usually funny characters
19. butter n s. one of or each of a person or thing when it is not important which
20. carrot n t. to put something with something else
21. cartoon 

characters pl n
u. to reach the temperature at which a liquid starts to turn into a gas

1. cat n a. a book with recipes to cook
2. chef n b. a dish consisting of a layer of small pieces of meat
3. chips pl n c. a flat paper container for a letter
4. chocolate n d. a soft, curved piece of bread
5. chop v e. a place where people go to dance
6. club n f. The main chef in a hotel or a restaurant
7. coach n g. a small animal with fur kept as apet
8. cookbook n h. a small piece of sweet food covered in chocolate
9. cooking n i. something that has no water
10. cottage pie n j. extremely unpleasant or unacceptable
11. crisps pl n k. fried thin, long pieces of potato
12. croissant n l. Happening every day
13. daily adj m. having a very pleasant taste or smell
14. delicious adj n. popular at a particular time
15. disgusting adj o. preparing food
16. dry adj p. someone whose job is to teach people sport
17. egg n q. an oval object produced by female chicken
18. envelope n r. to cut something into pieces
19. especially adv s. very much; particularly;
20. fashionable adj t. very thin, often round pieces of fried potato
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1. favourite adj a. 1. not easily satisfied
2. having too many small details

2. fish fingers pl n b. a level of food which covers a surface of another level

3. forget v c. a series of items that are written on the paper

4. fry v d. risking of money on the result of game

5. fussy adj e. a sweet sticky yellow substance made by bees

6. gamble n f. A thin book published every week or month, that has articles with pictures

7. gram n g. a unit of mass equal to 0.001 kilograms

8. ham n h. being in the middle of different amounts

9. herbs pl n i. best liked or most enjoyed

10. honey n j. big in size or amount

11. now much k. INFORMAL a child

12. hungry adj l. necessary foods in the preparation of a particular dish

13. I'm afraid m. meat from a pig's back or upper leg

14. ingredient n n. rectangular pieces of fish cooked (US fish sticks)

15. kid n o. to be unable to remember a fact

16. large p. to cook food in hot oil or fat

17. layer n q. Plant which is used in cooking

18. list n r. politely introduce bad news

19. magazine n s. wanting or needing food

20. medium adj t. what amount (uncountable nouns) or what is the price of smth

1. milk n a. having cut up into very small pieces
2. minced adj b. 1. to arrive too late to get on a bus, train or aircraft

2. to feel sad that a person is not present
3. miss v c. 1. a book for writing on

2. a very small computer which you carry
4. mix v d. 1. said to show that you can do smth easily

2. friendly answer when someone thanks you
5. mustard n e. a food made from flour and serve with a sauce
6. need v f. a greyish black or creamy coloured powder
7. newsagent's n g. a round green seed eaten as a vegetable
8. no problem h. a shop which sells newspapers and magazines
9. notebook n i. container in which people sell objects
10. nuts pl n j. thick liquid produced from plants used in cooking
11. oil n k. a soft pale brown substance made from crushed peanuts
12. olives pl n l. a thick yellow or brown sauce that tastes spicy
13. onion n m. A round vegetable with layers that has a strong smell
14. order v n. outside a building or room
15. out prep o. small bitter green or black fruits
16. packet n p. used to cover a cut in the skin
17. pasta n q. the dry fruits which grow in a hard shell
18. peanut butter n r. the white liquid produced by cows, goats and etc
19. peas pl n s. to combine different substances
20. pepper n t. to want something very much
21. plasters pl n u. A request for food or goods in a restaurant
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1. pocket n a. a white substance used to add flavor to food
2. popular adj b. a tool used for cutting materials

3. potato n c. a flat, often thin, piece of food
4. raspberry n d. a game or activity which people do to keep healthy
5. recipe n e. a clear, thin material with glue on it (US Scotch tape)
6. record n f. a mixture of uncooked vegetables
7. salad n g. a piece of information which people write on paper or store on a computer
8. salt n h. a round vegetable which grows underground
9. scissors pl n i. Instructions about cooking food
10. screwdriver n j. a small bag fixed in your clothes
11. sellotape n k. a small soft red fruit, or the bush on which it grows
12. shampoo n l. a soapy liquid used for washing hair
13. size n m. a substance which makes food more delicious
14. slice n n. a thick cold drink made from fruit, ice
15. smoothie n o. a tool for turning screws
16. some p. number of something which is not known
17. sorry q. how large or small something is
18. spaghetti r. pasta made in the form of long, thin threads
19. spend v s. to use money or time doing something
20. spice n t. used when apologising for something
21. sport n u. Well-liked, famous

1. stamp n a. a hot drink made with dried leaves
2. starving adj b. a herb used in cooking
3. stationer's n c. a person or business that sells stationery
4. steak n d. a soft round red fruit eaten in a salad or as a vegetable
5. still adv e. a slightly sour thick liquid made from milk
6. strawberries pl 

n
f. a small juicy red fruit which has small brown seeds on it

7. sugar n g. a small piece of paper which people stick on an envelope
8. survey n h. It makes food and drinks sweet
9. tap water n i. paste to clean your teeth
10. tea n j. A thick piece of cow's meat
11. thyme n k. a woman who brings food to customers
12. tomato n l. an examination of opinions made by asking people questions
13. toothpaste n m. continuing to happen
14. try v n. dying because of not having enough food
15. until prep o. existing or happening in all parts of the world
16. waitress n p. the water which comes out of the taps
17. worldwide adj q. to taste some food
18. worry v r. to think about problems or unpleasant things
19. yoghurt n s. up to the time
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UNIT 9

Match the words with their definitions.

1. accent n a. 1. an organization where people and businesses can invest or borrow money, change it to 
foreign money
2. an edge of river, lake, etc

2. air n b. a building for Christian religious activities
3. architecture n c. a city which is the centre of government of a country
4. area n d. a particular part of a place, piece of land or country
5. apple juice n e. a place that people go to in order to dance and drink in the evening; a nightclub
6. artist n f. a small flower, or the small flowers on a tree or plant
7. bank n g. a small, round, soft red or black fruit with a single hard seed in the middle
8. blossom n h. An area which is the centre of business
9. capital city n i. describes furniture or buildings in the style of a period when some countries were colonies
10. careful adj j. Unhurried; cautiously attentive
11. celebrity n k. in, at, from or near the centre or most important part of something
12. central adj l. juice from crushed apples, used for a drink or to make vinegar
13. change v m. someone who is famous, especially in the show business
14. cherry n n. someone who paints, draws or makes sculptures
15. climate n o. someone who regularly travels between work and home
16. club n p. the art and science of designing and making buildings
17. church n q. The edge of the land where it meets an ocean, sea, or large lake
18. coast n r. the general weather conditions of a particular place
19. colonial adj s. the mixture of gases which surrounds the Earth and which we breathe
20. commercial 

centre n
t. the way in which people in a particular area, country or social group pronounce words

21. commuter n u. to make or become different

1. cool adj a. a form of energy, produced in several ways, which provides power to devices that create 
light, heat, etc

2. crowded adj b. a male ruler of an empire (female empress)
3. culture n c. a man who comes from England
4. earthquake n d. a person who comes from another country
5. east n e. usually, or in most cases
6. electricity n f. a popular or the latest style of clothing ,hair, decoration, or behavior
7. elegant adj g. a sudden violent movement of the Earth's surface, sometimes causing great damage
8. emperor n h. possessions
9. Englishman n i. attractive in appearance or behaviour
10. experience n j. full of people
11. extreme adj k. knowledge or skill we get from doing, seeing or feeling things
12. fashion n l. the main offices of an organization such as the army, police or a business company
13. fishing n m. a fairly low temperature
14. food n n. the direction from which the sun rises in the morning, opposite to the west
15. foreigner n o. something that people and animals eat to keep them alive
16. generally adv p. of a high standard or quality
17. gold n q. the activity of catching fish, either for food or as a sport
18. goods p ln r. the ideas, customs, and social behavior of a particular group
19. handicrafts pl n s. a valuable, shiny, yellow metal used to make coins and jewelry
20. headquarters pl n t. a skilled activity in which something is made in a traditional way with the hands
21. high-class adj u. reaching a high or the highest degree; very great
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1. hill n a. a large number
2. historic adj b. a place which is open late at night, where people can go to drink and dance
3. huge adj c. a raised part of the Earth's surface, much larger than a hill, the top is usually with snow
4. humid adj d. a shop that sells mainly food
5. hundreds of 

smth
e. a unit of measurement equal to 1000 metres

6. independence n f. A very large city with a population of over ten million people
7. industry n g. an area of land that is higher than the surrounding land
8. invade v h. an underground electric railway system
9. jewellery n i. being the newest or most recent or modern
10. kilometre n j. belonging to the past
11. latest adj k. containing extremely small drops of water in the air
12. loud adj l. extremely large in size or amount
13. market n m. freedom from being ruled by another country
14. megacity n n. the direction which is opposite to the south
15. Metro n o. including people who have many different customs and beliefs
16. mountains pl n p. making a lot of noise
17. multicultural

adj
q. Personal decorative objects such as rings, necklaces and bracelets made of precious metals 

and stones
18. mysterious adj r. strange, unknown or not understood
19. nightclub n s. the sector of the economy that consists of producing goods for sale
20. north n t. to enter a country by force with large numbers of soldiers in order to take possession of it
21. of course u. used to say 'yes' or to give someone permission to do something

1. orange adj a. a building that contains baths for public use
2. originally adv b. a colour between red and yellow
3. palace n c. a large house that is the official home of a king, queen or other person of high social rank
4. pedestrian 

crossing n
d. a line that is responsible for operating a system of transportation for trains

5. pink adj e. a natural wide flow of fresh water
6. polite adj f. a pale red colour
7. pollution n g. a place where three or more roads join and traffic must go around a circular area in the 

middle, not straight across ( US traffic circle )
8. population n h. a specified part of a road where pedestrians have right to cross
9. poverty n i. all the people living in a particular country, area or place
10. prefer v j. any form of vehicle that a member of public can use
11. produce v k. as it was in the beginning
12. public bath n l. behaving in a way that is socially correct; well-mannered
13. public transport 

n
m. comparative degree of quiet

14. quality n n. damaging water, air, etc. by harmful substances or waste
15. quieter adj o. how good or bad something is
16. railway system 

n
p. not in danger

17. rainy adj q. raining a lot
18. river n r. relating to love or a close loving relationship
19. romantic adj s. the state of having little or no money
20. roundabout n t. like better or value more highly
21. safe adj u. to make something
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1. sanitation n a. 1. the season of the year between winter and summer, lasting from March to June
2. season n b. the time in the evening when you last see the sun in the sky
3. shrine n c. a place regarded as holy because of its associations with a sacred person or object
4. skyscrapers pl n d. a place that people visit for pleasure and interest, usually while they are on holiday
5. slum n e. a place or outdoor area in which plays and other dramatic performances are given
6. snack n f. an underground railway
7. somewhere adv g. a light food that is eaten between meals
8. south n h. a very poor and crowded area, especially of a city
9. spring n i. an image made in the skin with ink and a needle
10. stone adj j. to be everywhere around something
11. subway system n k. of more than average height
12. sunrise n l. one of the four periods of the year; spring, summer, autumn or winter
13. sunset n m. the direction which is opposite to the north
14. to be

surrounded 
with v

n. the hard solid substance found in the ground which is often used for building

15. take place v o. the state of being clean and conducive to health
16. tall adj p. a building for worship in some religions
17. tattoo n q. the time in the morning when the sun starts to rise in the sky
18. temple n r. in some place
19. theatre n s. to happen
20. tourist 

attraction n
t. very tall modern buildings, usually in a city

1. toy shop n a. a different type of something
2. traditional adj b. existing as a part of a tradition: long- established
3. traffic lights pl n c. a sign that controls traffic
4. traffic sign n d. a store where people can buy various toys
5. transport n e. a system of conveying people or goods from one place to another
6. true adj f. an area of land covered with a thick growth of trees
7. unique adj g. covered or soaked with water
8. up-to-date adj h. an area of low land between hills or mountains, often with a river running through it
9. valley n i. a set of red, yellow and green lights which control the movement of vehicles
10. variety n j. modern
11. wet adj k. being the only one of its kind, unlike anything else
12. wood n l. right and not wrong; correct
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Match the words with their definitions.

1. actor n a. joined or connected to something or somebody
2. affect v b. a type of shoe that covers the whole foot and the lower part of the leg
3. alike adj c. a day on which banks are closed for a public holiday
4. to be attached 

to smb/smth v
d. an outer piece of clothing with sleeves, people wear it over other clothes, usually when it's 

cold
5. bank holiday n e. any of the hard parts inside a human or animal
6. below prep f. in a lower position, under
7. blond adj g. one of the separate sections inside a train
8. blue n h. similar; like each other
9. bone n i. someone who acts in a film, theatrical performance, or television or radio programme
10. boots pl n j. the colour of chocolate or soil
11. brown n k. to try to be more successful than someone or something else
12. build v l. the colour of the sky without clouds on a bright day
13. coat n m. the state of something ; health status of a person or animal
14. compartment n n. to make a choice
15. compete v o. to cause something to change
16. conditions pl n p. to grow or become stronger and larger
17. couple n q. to construct by putting materials together
18. dark adj r. someone whose job is to discover information about crimes and find out criminals
19. decide v s. two things or people
20. detective n t. with little or no light
21. develop v u. with pale yellow or gold hair

1. dress n a. (of skin) pale, or (of hair) pale yellow or gold
2. earth n b. a computer which is small and easy to carry outside the office
3. effect n c. a covering that protects head from bad weather
4. experiment n d. one piece of garment for a woman
5. fair adj e. a workplace to do a scientific research
6. fight v f. a short piece of information that you give to a person when you cannot speak to them 

directly
7. float v g. the testing of an idea
8. glasses pl n h. a tool or other device
9. good-looking adj i. describes a man who is physically attractive
10. gravity n j. physically attractive
11. handsome adj k. exactly the same, or very similar
12. happen v l. not short in size or distance
13. hat n m. impossible, or very difficult, to believe
14. identical adj n. the force that makes things fall to the ground
15. incredible adj o. the 3rd planet from the sun; the planet we live on
16. instruments pl n p. the result of a particular influence
17. jeans n q. to stay on the surface of a liquid and not sink
18. laboratory n r. two small pieces of special glass people wear in front of the eyes to improve sight
19. laptop n s. to use physical force to try to defeat another person
20. long adj t. trousers made of denim
21. message n u. to take place
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1. muscle n a. a detailed study in order to discover new information
2. never mind b. colourless gas which people breathe
3. noise n c. a dark reddish blue colour
4. orbit v d. a close relationship of love between two people
5. origin n e. a clothing hanging from the waist for woman and girls
6. oxygen n f. a square cloth, you can wear around the neck, head or shoulders to keep you warm
7. planet n g. liquid that people eat with food to add flavour
8. preparation n h. a very large ball of burning gas in space which you can see from Earth from the sky 

at night
9. pretty adj i. loud or unpleasant sound
10. purple n j. an object consisting of a round part and a handle, used for mixing, serving and eating food
11. research n k. an extremely large round mass of rock such as Earth Jupiter, which moves around the Sun
12. romance n l. coverings for your feet
13. sauce n m. a band tissue in human body that produce movement of the body
14. scarf n n. containing strong flavours from spices
15. shoes pl n o. attractive, especially girls or women
16. short adj p. small in length, distance or height
17. shorts pl n q. the things that you do preparing for something
18. skirt n r. the circular path through which objects in space move around a planet
19. spicy adj s. the beginning of something
20. spoon n t. trousers that end above the knee or reach the knee
21. star n u. used to tell someone not to worry about something because it is not important

1. suit n a. an amount of something that is available for use
2. supply n b. a jacket and trousers that are made from the same material
3. switch on v c. a type of comfortable shoes that is suitable for playing sport
4. T-shirt n d. cleaning plates, pans, glasses, knives, forks, etc. after a meal
5. tall adj e. everything that exists, including all the stars, planets and galaxies, in space
6. tasty adj f. piece of clothing which people wear on top part of the body and which has no collar
7. tin n g. a container to keep food (US a can)
8. trainers pl n h. two people with the same mother who were born at the same time
9. truth n i. different from others
10. twins pl n j. To start a device
11. universe n k. true; correct
12. unusual adj l. more than average height
13. washing-up n m. describes food which is delicious
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Match the words with their definitions.

1. backpack n a. to pay to use something for a short period
2. carry v b. a covering for the head
3. climb v c. take a holiday on a ship or boat to visit several places
4. colourful adj d. a large bag to carry things on your back; a rucksack
5. cruise n e. a period of time that comes after present time
6. do the washing 

v
f. a pleasant musical sound made by different notes

7. drop v g. a short coat
8. due adj h. a song that originates in traditional popular culture
9. fall v i. an area of land, used for growing crops or keeping animals
10. field n j. expected to happen at a particular time
11. folk song n k. feeling fear or worry
12. freedom n l. having r a lot of different bright colours
13. frightened adj m. Having the nature of a human being
14. future n n. someone who is going past a particular place
15. harmony n o. the condition of being able to do, say, think, etc. whatever you want to
16. hat n p. to fall or to let something fall
17. hire v q. to have something with you all the time
18. hospitality n r. to suddenly go down onto the ground by accident
19. human adj s. to touch with the lips to express love or greeting
20. jacket n t. to use your legs and hands to the top of something
21. kiss v u. To wash clothes
22. passer-by n v. when people are friendly and welcoming to guests and visitors

1. pay rise n a. a digital audio file that you can download from the Internet
2. peaceful adj b. A facial expression of happiness, pleasure
3. perfect adj c. a rectangular container for carrying clothes
4. picnic n d. a meal eaten in the evening
5. plan v e. a notice that gives information, directions, a warning, etc.
6. podcasts pl n f. a set of pages of information on the Internet about a particular subject with colourful 

pictures, video and sound
7. retire v g. a thin piece of wood that helps you to walk
8. safari n h. an area of land covered with a thick growth of trees
9. sign n i. an extreme weather condition with very strong wind, heavy rain and often thunder and lightning
10. simple adj j. an increase in the fixed amount of money you earn for doing your job
11. smile v k. an occasion when you take a meal with you to eat outside
12. sneeze v l. A journey by hunters , especially in Africa
13. soon adv m. easy to understand or do; not difficult; ordinary
14. storm n n. excellent and correct in every way
15. stressful adj o. in or within a short time
16. suitcase n p. making you feel worried and nervous
17. supper n q. One of the four countries of the United Kingdom
18. thunder n r. the sudden loud noise which comes from the sky especially during a storm
19. Wales n s. to leave your job or stop working because of old age or ill health
20. walking stick n t. to arrange or to make plan
21. website n u. When you sneeze, air and often small drops of liquid suddenly come out of your nose and 

mouth in a way you cannot control
22. woods pl n v. without violence
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Match the words with their definitions.

1. acre n a. 1. very good
2. extremely clever

2. act n b. A board in an airport or station that shows the times at which planes or trains leave
3. atmosphere n c. A country with the largest population
4. attend v d. A geographical place where Australian people live
5. cruise n e. A geographical place where Egyptian people live
6. Australia n f. a journey on a large ship for pleasure, during which you visit several places
7. Brazil n g. a large group of people
8. brilliant adj h. A large Portuguese-speaking country where Brazilian people live
9. cancel v i. a unit for measuring area, equal to 4047 square metres
10. check in v j. a word or phrases used in a particular situation
11. China n k. an alcoholic drink made from apples
12. cider n l. at any time
13. colleague n m. fixed, certain or clear
14. continual adj n. happening repeatedly, usually in an annoying way
15. crowd n o. one of the group of people who work together
16. death n p. something that you do
17. definite adj q. the end of life
18. departures 

board n
r. the mixture of gases around the Earth

19. disappointed
adj

s. to postpone something that was planned

20. Egypt n t. to go to an event, place, etc.
21. ever adv u. to show a feeling, opinion or fact
22. express v v. to show your ticket at an airport so that flight-attendant can tell you where to sit and so 

that you can put your bags on the aircraft
23. expression n w. unhappy because someone or something was not as good as you hoped or expected

1. fail v a. A geographical place where Greek people live
2. festival n b. A geographical place where Japanese people live
3. festival goers pl n c. A geographical place where people speak Italian
4. get on v d. a long flat raised structure at a railway station, where people get on and off trains
5. Great Britain n e. a part of something
6. Greece n f. a person who entertains people by acting, singing, dancing or playing music
7. hand luggage n g. a piece of writing in which the words rhyme
8. Italy n h. a special day or period with its own social activities, food or ceremonies
9. Japan n i. a very large aircraft which can carry a lot of people
10. jumbo jet n j. describes a place that does not have a roof, or an event which takes place outside
11. just adv k. earth that became wet and sticky
12. knee n l. England, Scotland and Wales
13. luggage n m. making a lot of noise
14. memories pl n n. now, very soon, or very recently
15. mud n o. people who attend a particular festival
16. noisy adj p. cases that you carry when travelling
17. open-air adj q. the middle joint part of the leg, which allows it to bend
18. packing n r. the small cases or bags that a passenger carries with them onto an aircraft or bus
19. performer n s. The things that you remember from the past
20. piece n t. to have a good relationship ; get along
21. platform n u. to not succeed in what you are trying to achieve
22. poem n v. when you put things into boxes, bags, etc
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1. print v a. a car with a driver who you pay to take you somewhere
2. queue n b. a journey in which you go somewhere, usually for a short time, and come back again
3. refer to v c. a line of people, usually standing and waiting for something
4. rise v d. a medium-sized road vehicle used especially for carrying goods
5. rock concert n e. a performance of rock music
6. rubbish adj f. a shelter you can carry with you when you are camping
7. savings pl n g. a short phrase, especially one used to advertise an idea or a product
8. scuba diving n h. completely bad, awful, terrible
9. security n i. The state of being free from danger
10. slogan n j. still; until the present time
11. stage n k. the United States
12. sunshine n l. the light and heat that come from the sun
13. taxi n m. the money which you keep in an account in a bank or similar financial organization
14. tent n n. the sport of swimming under water with special breathing equipment
15. the US n o. the area in a theatre on which actors or entertainers perform
16. trip n p. to move upwards
17. van n q. to produce writing or images on a paper
18. yet adv r. to talk or write about someone or something
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